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Abstract: Software cost estimation is one of the biggest challenges in these days due to tremendous completion. You have to bid so close so that
you can get the consignment if your cost estimation is too low are too high in that cases organization has to suffer that why it becomes very
crucial to get consignment. One of the important issues in software project management is accurate and reliable estimation of software time,
cost, and manpower, especially in the early phase of software development. Software attributes usually have properties of uncertainty and
vagueness when they are measured by human judgment. A software cost estimation model incorporates fuzzy logic can overcome the
uncertainty and vagueness of software attributes. However, determination of the suitable fuzzy rule sets for fuzzy inference system plays an
important role in coming up with accurate and reliable software estimates. The objective of our research was to examine the application of
applying fuzzy logic in software cost estimation that can perform more accurate result. In fuzzy logic there are various membership function for
example Gaussian, triangular, trapezoidal and many more. Out of these by hit and trial method we find triangular membership function (MF)
yields least MRE and MMRE and this MRE must be less than 25%. In our research this value came around 15% which is very fair enough to
estimate. Cost can be found out using the equation if payment is known Cost = Effort * (Payment Month). Therefore the effort needed for a
particular software project using fuzzy logic is estimated. In our research NASA (93) data set used to calculate fuzzy logic COCOMO II. From
this table size of code and actual effort has been taken. In end after comparing the result we found that our proposed technique is far superior to
base work.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Software project failures have been an important subject in the
last decade. Software Cost estimation is a prediction of the
cost of the resources that will be required to complete all of
the work of the software project. Uncertainties are referred as
a risk .Risk is a measure of future uncertainties in achieving
program performance goals and objectives within defined cost,
schedule and performance constraints [1-2].
Risk
Identification

Risk can be associated with all aspects of a program (e.g.,
threat, technology maturity, supplier capability, design
maturation, performance against plan,) as these aspects relate
across the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Integrated
Master Schedule (IMS) [3-5]. Risk addresses the potential
variation in the planned approach and its expected outcome.
While such variation could include positive as well as negative
effects, this guide will only address negative future effects
since programs have typically experienced difficulty in this
area during the acquisition process
II.

Risk
Tracking

Risk
Analysis

Risk
Mitigation
Planning

Risk
Mitigation
Plan Implementation

Fig. 1 Risk Management Process

BACKGROUND HISTORY

The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) was developed
by Barry Boehm of TRW and published in 1981 . Based
on his analysis of 63 software-development projects,
Boehm developed an easy-to-understand model that
predicts the effort and duration of a project, based on
inputs relating to the size of the resulting systems and a
number of “cost drivers” that Boehm believes affect
productivity [6]. A simplified version of the essential
COCOMO effort equation for the Basic Model (the
Intermediate and Detailed Models are discussed later) is
of the form
MM = C (KDSI) k,
Where;
M = number of man-months1 (= 152 working hours),
C = a constant,
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KDSI = thousands of “delivered source instructions” (DSI),
and
k = a constant.
Boehm defines DSI as program instructions created by
project personnel that are delivered as part of the final
product [7]. They exclude comments and unmodified utility
software, and include job control language, format
statements, and data declarations. In Boehm’s development
of COCOMO, he found that the Basic Model predicted
effort within a factor of 1.3 only 29 percent of the time
and within a factor of 2 only 60 percent of the time for
his 63-project database. In an effort to improve the
model’s accuracy, he refined the equation to include the
effects of 15 “cost drivers,” which are attributes of the
end product, the computer used, the personnel staffing, and
the project environment. He believes that these 15 factors
affect the project’s productivity and calls this version the
Intermediate Model. The COCOMO Detailed Model is
very similar to the Intermediate Model except that the
project is divided into four phases: Product design,
detailed design, Coding/Unit Test, and Integration/Test.
The 15 cost drivers are estimated and applied to each
phase separately, rather than to the project as a whole [8].
(A): Bailey-Basil Model
This model developed by Bailey-Basil between delivered lines
of source code and formulates a relation:
EFFORT = 5.5 (KLOC) 1.16
(B): Halstead Model: This model developed by Halstead
between delivered lines of source code and formulates a
relation:
EFFORT=0.7(KLOC) 1.50
(C) Putnam Model: The Putnam model is an empirical
software effort estimation model. Putnam used his
observations about productivity levels to derive the software
equation:
Technical constant C= size * B1/3 * T4/3
Total Person Months B=1/T4 *(size/C) 3
T= Required Development Time in years
Size is estimated in LOC
Where: C is a parameter dependent on the development
environment and is determined on the basis of historical data
of the past projects.
Rating: C=2,000 (poor), C=8000 (good) C=12,000 (excellent).
The Putnam model is very sensitive to the development time:
decreasing the development time can greatly increase the
person-months needed for development. One significant
problem with the Putnam model is that it is based on knowing,

or being able to estimate accurately, the size (in lines of code)
of the software to be developed. There is often great
uncertainty in the software size. It may result in the inaccuracy
of cost estimation.
In year 2011, researcher performed a work “Analysis of
Software Cost Estimation using COCOMO II”. This paper
shows how to make cost estimates using COCOMO II for a
sample project, and outlines basic steps, terms, and tools used.
Obviously, ad hoc estimates are prone to error. COCOMO II
make it easy for you to clarify not only an expected project
cost and duration, but also prompt you to verify all basic sides
of a software project by providing clear, compact, and concise
terms, methodology, which are tested on a wide range of real
life projects and thus reduce essentially project risks and
provide reasonable grounds for communication with a project
stockholder. Paper presents difference in between estimation
by COCOMO II and actual time taken by the project.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The term COCOMO stands for “Constructive Cost Model”. It
helps to calculate effort, cost and schedule for software
project. This model was proposed by Barry W. Boehm.
COCOMO first version named as “COCOMO81” and it
became one of the popular cost estimation models of
1980’s.COCOMO Model may apply to three different modes
of software project [12]. COCOMO provides an estimate of
effort for a software project using a single property. The
property used for the calculation of the corresponding estimate
is the size of the software. This property is expressed in terms
of KLOC (Kilo Lines of Code) and is calculated using the
following formula:
Effort=X× (Size) y
X, Y: Constants (depend upon the software project mode).
Most software systems, especially the large ones, consist of
different components or subsystems. The complexity for each
of these components or subsystems is most likely different
from others. Taking this into account entity, the complete
COCOMO considers the system as heterogeneous in nature.
According to the complete COCOMO, a software system is
composed of various components or subsystems where each of
these components or subsystems has different attributes from
each other. COCOMO-II was published in 1995 having three
sub models; an application-composition model, an early
design model and a post-architecture model. COCOMO-II has,
a set of seventeen Effort Multipliers (EM) or cost drivers as an
input, which are used to adjust the nominal effort (PM) to
reflect the software product being developed.
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FUZZIFIER - It converts the crisp input into a fuzzy set, and
to describe situation graphically, membership functions are
used.
FUZZY Rule Base- It uses “if-then rules” formulae.
FUZZY Inference Engine- A collection of if -then rules
stored in fuzzy rule base is known as inference engine. It
performs two functions i.e., aggregation and composition.
Defuzzification- It converts fuzzy output into crisp output.
IV.

Fig.2 Risk Management Cycle
The concept of fuzzy logic (FL) is not a bearing methodology,
however could be a means of process knowledge by
permitting partial set membership rather than crisp set
membership or non-membership. It supports fuzzy set theory.
Fuzzy systems are knowledge based or rule based system.
The heart of fuzzy systems is a knowledge base consisting
of the so called Fuzzy “If Then rules” in which some
words are characterized by continuous member functions.
The popular fuzzy logic systems can be classified into three
types: pure fuzzy logic system, Takagi and Sugeno’s fuzzy
system and fuzzy logic system with fuzzifier and defuzzifier.
Since most of the engineering applications produce crisp data
as input and expects crisp data as output, the last type is the
most widely used fuzzy logic system with fuzzifier and
defuzzifier [10-11]. It was first proposed by Mamdani. It has
been successfully applied to a variety of industrial processes
and consumer products as show in Fig3 below:

Fig.3 Fuzzy Logic System

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

SOFTWARE: MATLAB R2015A: It is powerful software
that provides an environment for numerical computation as
well as graphical display of outputs. In Matlab the data input is
in the ASCII format as well as binary format. It is highperformance language for technical computing integrates
computation, visualization, and programming in a simple way
where problems and solutions are expressed in familiar
mathematical notation.

Fig.4 Scale Factor

Fig.5 Efforts Multiplier
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Fig.6 Effort Multiplier triangular function
Fig.9 Effort Multiplier 3 D view for surface

Fig.7 Effort Multiplier rule
Fig.10 Fuzzy Logic for effort Multiplier

Fig.8 Effort Multiplier output
Fig.11 Scale factor triangular membership function
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Fig.12 Scale factor rule

Fig.15 MMRE and MRE value
V.

Fig.13 Scale factor output

CONCLUSION

With pace of time day by day advanced technology floored in
market. Today our main focus is to compete with advanced
technology that’s why we try to develop such an advance
research which will be easy to use, more accurate, cost
effective and reliable. Some time back in process of software
development one issue is very crucial is accurate and reliable
estimation of cost of software, manpower and time. Now a
days in research area we use fuzzy logic tool box which is
fourth generation technology and important thing regarding
this tool box is that if you know basic very well then it will be
very easy to develop new rule. Fuzzy logic can overcome the
uncertainty and vagueness of software attributes. The
objective of this paper was to examine the application of
applying fuzzy logic in software cost estimation that can
perform more accurate result. We have to calculate mean
magnitude relative error (MMRE) and magnitude relative
error (MRE) using triangular membership function for various
scale factor and different efforts multiplier. Therefore the
effort needed for a particular software project using fuzzy
logic is estimated. Also the effort is calculated using various
membership functions and compared the result based on the
MMRE and PRED (25%) obtained for each of the
membership functions.
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